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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document collects all the information regarding the public events related to the RightsApp project. 
The information includes name, location, organizer, responsible within the RightsApp project, number of 
attendants, materials, presentations, among others. 
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1 EVENTS 
The dissemination of the main outcomes to the public is a key task that is carried out during the whole 
project lifespan and even after the finalization of the funded period. Therefore, the RightsApp research 
team has been continuously looking for opportunities within the 30 months of the project. Initially, two 
public events were planned in M19 and M24, respectively, however, the opportunities to disseminate the 
outcomes to the public that appeared and the onset and spread of the COVID-19 forced the RightsApp 
team to reshape the initial plans. The main changes are: 

• From the very beginning, different opportunities to disseminate the objectives and the main 
outcomes of the project took place. These events were also key from a networking point of view, 
and most of the institutions that are actively collaborating with the project now were contacted 
for the first time in these events. Therefore, the first public event that was initially planned for the 
month M19 of the project has been replaced with: 

o Participation in the “Online support to crime victims” event (see Section 1.1) 
o Participation in the “2nd Research Workshop for Lecturers and Professors of Criminology” 

event (see Section 1.2) 
o Participation in the “New challenges, new answers: innovation and urban security” (see 

Section 1.3) 
o Participation in the “Research Workshop of the Scottish Centre for Crime & Justice 

Research” (see Section 1.4) 

To sum up, Table 1 lists the events, month of the project and the number of attendants of every face-to-
face event aimed at disseminating the RightsApp objectives and/or main outcomes. 

Event Held month 
Number of 
attendants 

Online support to crime victims M0 75 

2nd Research Workshop for lecturers and Professors of 
Criminology 

M4 20 

New challenges, new answers: innovation and urban 
security 

M13 551 

Research Workshop of the Scottish Centre for Crime & 
Justice Research 

M21 40 

Total 190 

Table 1: Summary of the months and number of attendants of face-to-face events 

Regarding the public event that was initially planned to be held in M24, during the project lifespan, two 
amendments that affected the duration of the project were submitted and accepted. Thus, the last month 
of the project changed to M30 instead of M24 and as a consequence, the last main public event was 
moved to the last month of the project. Unfortunately, the onset and spread of the COVID-19 that started 
on month M24 and M25 of the project had a significant impact on research and dissemination activities. 

 
1 This number was informally reported by the organization as the number of attendants to the poster session. 
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One of the main drawbacks for the RightsApp project was that face-to-face meetings were strongly 
discouraged, and the most part of the workshops, conferences and public events had been postponed or 
cancelled. Against this background, the RightsApp team have prepared a set of materials to perform an 
“Online Infoday” event (see Section 1.5). In addition to these materials, activities and events, the 
RightsApp research team is preparing a face-to-face public presentation for September 2020 (see Section 
2), however, if the COVID-19 situation prevents the celebration of the presentation it will be moved to an 
online activity. 

1.1 Online support to crime victims 

The first event to report was held before the starting date of the project. The RightsApp research team 
benefited from the possibility of introducing the motivation, needs, objectives and expected main 
outcomes to an audience of lawyers, psychologists, doctors, social workers, among others.  

Table 2 briefs the details of the event and the link to the information published about the event in the 
RightsApp Home Page. The RightsApp presentation and the whole session were recorded and uploaded 
to: https://youtu.be/weazj1RaUaY?t=4713. Figure 1 depicts two screenshots from the video when the 
RightsApp project was introduced to the audience. 

Event Online support to crime victims 

Title RightsApp project 

Organizer Catalan Society of Victimology (Societat Catalana de Victimologia, SCV) 

Information published 
at the RightsApp Home 
Page 

http://rightsapp-project.uab.cat/index.php/2018/01/02/on-line-support-to-
crime-victims/  

Date 19th December, 2017 

Project month M0 (the project started the 1st March 2018) 

Place Universitat Oberta de Catalunya facilities in Castelldefels, Barcelona, Spain. 

Responsible Dr. Jorge Gonzalez-Conejero 

Audience Stakeholders and practitioners (lawyers, psychologists, doctors, social 
workers, among others) 

Number of attendants 75 people 

Language of the event Spanish 

Language of the 
materials 

Spanish 

Table 2: Online support to crime victims event details 
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In this event, no achievements nor outcomes were presented since the project started after the event 
was held; however, Spanish Red Cross and the Catalan Society of Victimology were contacted, and they 
became active collaborators of the RightsApp project23. 

  

Figure 1: Screenshots from the video of the session when RightsApp project was presented 

1.2 2nd Research Workshop for Lecturers and Professors of Criminology 

The second reported event was hosted by the Criminology and Criminal Law Department at the UAB. Dr. 
Maria José Rodríguez Puerta was invited to introduce the RightsApp project within the “Victims and the 
use of ICT in crime prevention” time slot of the workshop. The event was named as “2nd Research 
Workshop for Lecturers and Professors of Criminology” and its main audience was mainly composed by 
lecturers and Professors on Criminology and Criminal Law matters. The RightsApp team considered the 
attendance to this event as a worthy opportunity since the project was running M4 and the main effort 
was focused on finding out and analysing key sources for the project4, most of them legal sources. 
Therefore, the presentation consisted of motivations, needs, expected achievements as well as the 
ongoing work of identification of key sources.  

Table 3 briefs the details of the event and the link to the information published on the RightsApp Home 
Page regarding this event. Figure 2 depicts the agenda of the event and Figure 3 shows the English version 
of the presentation used to introduce the RightsApp project. Although the event took place mainly in 
Spanish, the presentation was translated and uploaded to the RightsApp Home Page for dissemination 
purposes. 

Event 2nd Research Workshop for Lecturers and Professors of Criminology 

Title Victims and the use of ICT in crime prevention 

Organizer Criminology and Criminal Law Department of the UAB 

Information published 
on the RightsApp Home 
Page 

http://rightsapp-project.uab.cat/index.php/2018/06/25/771/  

 
2 See RightsApp D5.4 Mid-project International Workshop. Available online at: https://zenodo.org/record/3545857  
3 See RightsApp D5.9 Final International Workshop. Available online at: https://zenodo.org/record/3974190  
4 See RightsApp Deliverable D2.1 “Report on key sources for the project”. Available online at: 
https://zenodo.org/record/1282080  
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Date 21st June, 2018 

Project month M4 

Place Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Cerdanyola del Vallès, Spain 

Responsible Dr. Maria José Rodríguez Puerta 

Audience Academia 

Number of attendants 20 

Language of the event Spanish 

Language of the 
materials 

The materials are available in Spanish and English5 

Table 3: 2nd Research Workshop for Lecturers and Professors of Criminology event details 

 

 
Figure 2: 2nd Research Workshop for Lecturers and Professors of Criminology schedule 

 

 
5 Materials are available at the RightsApp home page: http://rightsapp-project.uab.cat/index.php/rightsapp-presentation-for-
the-2nd-research-workshop-for-lecturers-and-professors-of-criminology/  
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Figure 3: English version of the materials for the 2nd Research Workshop for Lecturers and Professors of 

Criminology 

1.3 New challenges, new answers: innovation and urban security 

The Security and Prevention Department of the Barcelona City Council acting as Executive Delegate of the 
Spanish Forum for the Prevention and Urban Security (FEPSU) organized the “New challenges, new 
answers: innovation and urban security” public event. As a result of the collaboration between the 
Security and Prevention Department and the RightsApp project, the RightsApp research members Dr. 
Jorge Gonzalez-Conejero and Dr. Emma Teodoro were invited to exhibit a RightsApp poster.  

The event was addressed to academia, stakeholders and practitioners, and provided an excellent 
opportunity to disseminate the project among public. Table 4  briefs the event details and the link to the 
information published regarding this event in the RightsApp Home Page. 

Event New challenges, new answers: innovation and urban security 

Title Projects and experiences: RightsApp project 

Organizer 
Spanish Forum for the Prevention and Urban Security (Forum Español para la 
Prevención y la Seguridad Urbana, FEPSU)  

Information published 
at the RightsApp Home 
Page 

http://rightsapp-project.uab.cat/index.php/2019/03/27/rightsapp-in-new-
challenges-new-answers-innovation-and-urban-security/  

Date 28th March 2019 

Project month M13 

Place Universidad Pompeu Fabra, Campus de la Ciutadella, Barcelona, Spain 
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Responsible Dr. Jorge González-Conejero and Dr. Emma Teodoro 

Audience Academia, stakeholders and practitioners 

Number of attendants 55 people 

Language of the event Although some of the tools and initiatives exhibited in the event were 
developed in English, the main language in the event was Spanish 

Language of the 
materials 

Spanish (translated into English for the deliverable) 

Table 4: “New challenges, new answers: innovation and urban security” event details 

Figure 4 depicts the poster of the event and Figure 5 shows Dr. Jorge Gonzalez-Conejero and Dr. Emma 
Teodoro with the RightsApp poster. 

 
Figure 4: New challenges, new answers: innovation and urban security event poster 

  
Figure 5: Dr. Jorge Gonzalez-Conejero (left) and Dr. Emma Teodoro (right) at the “New challenges, new 

answers: innovation and urban security” event with the RightsApp poster 
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Figure 6 depicts the RightsApp poster implemented by the RightsApp research team to introduce the 
project at the event. As mentioned above, the event was mainly conducted in Spanish, however, Table 5 
lists the most relevant texts in the poster translated into English for its inclusion in this deliverable. 

RightsApp project 

The RightsApp project aims to improve the access to justice for European citizens via the use of 
mobile technologies and the effective implementation of their rights when they fall victims to a crime. 

Why is RightsApp an innovative experience? 

• The project endows an active role to European citizens regarding the effective implementation 
of their rights as crime victims. 

• Mobile technologies are used in order to empower citizens and ensure their right to access 
justice. 

• Thanks to the details provided by the user, the mobile application furnishes the victims with 
suitable information considering their particular situation. 

• The information provided by the App is understandable by the user and minimizes the use of 
legal technicalities. It is available in several languages (Spanish, English, Portuguese and 
Italian). 

Main activities and results 

• The access of European citizens to justice, even in cross-border situations, has been improved. 
• The project has contributed to ensure a wider implementation and knowledge of the 

European citizens’ rights via the RightsApp application. 

Table 5: English translation of the most relevant part of the RightsApp poster exhibited at “New challenges, 
new answers: innovation and urban security” public event 
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Figure 6: RightsApp poster for the “New challenges, new answers: innovation and urban security” public event 

1.4 Research Workshop of the Scottish Centre for Crime & Justice Research 

This public event was held in Stirling University (United Kingdom). Dr. Esther Zapater introduced the most 
relevant objectives, motivations and achievements of the RightsApp project to an audience mainly 
composed by PhD candidates, lecturers and professors of Law. 

Event Research Workshop of the Scottish Centre for Crime & Justice Research 

Title RightsApp Project: Empowering Victims 

Organizer The Scottish Centre for Crime & Justice Research 

Date 27th November 2019 
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Project month M21 

Place Stirling University, Stirling, United Kingdom 

Responsible Dr. Esther Zapater 

Audience Academia (PhD candidates, lecturers and professors) 

Number of attendants 40 people 

Language of the event English 

Language of the materials English 

Table 6: RightsApp presentation at Stirling University  

Table 6 depicts the details of the event, its language, and materials. Figure 7 shows the digital presentation 
poster. 

 
Figure 7: RightsApp presentation poster in the Stirling University (United Kingdom) 

Finally, Figure 8 shows the presentation of the RightsApp project slides that Dr. Esther Zapater used to 
introduce the RightsApp project to the audience. 
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Figure 8: Presentation of the RightsApp project at Stirling University (United Kingdom) 

 

1.5 Online Infoday 

Initially, this event was scheduled for M30 of the project, however, the onset and spread of COVID-19 
started in month M24. This pandemic had a significant impact on research and dissemination activities 
since at the time of writing this report face-to-face meetings are strongly discouraged. As an example, the 
final RightsApp workshop that was held in M29 (23rd July 2020) booked a room to welcome the 
attendants, however, local authorities recommended to move the meeting to an online event (See 
Deliverable D5.9 “Final International Workshop”6). Moreover, the most part of workshop, conferences 
and public events that could be considered as candidates to introduce the RightsApp outcomes were 
postponed or cancelled. Against this background, the RightsApp team have prepared a set of materials to 
perform an “Online Infoday”: 

• Presentation slides 
o In English in PDF format 
o In Spanish in PDF format 
o In Spanish in PPT format with explanation from the coordinator of the project 

• Training videos 
o Training video in English with a tour through the Android mobile application 
o Training video in English with a tour through the iOS mobile application 

 

Event RightsApp Online Infoday 

Title RightsApp Infoday 

Organizer Institute of Law and Technology (IDT) 

Information published 
at the RightsApp Home 
Page 

• http://rightsapp-project.uab.cat/index.php/rightsapp-infoday-
presentation/  

 
6 See RightsApp Deliverable D5.9 “Final International Workshop”. Available at: https://zenodo.org/record/3974190  
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• http://rightsapp-project.uab.cat/index.php/rightsapp-training-
videos/  

Date From 15/04/2020 to 31/08/2020 

Project month From M26 to M30 

Place Online event 

Responsible Dr. Jorge González-Conejero 

Audience All targeted groups 

Number of attendants 
(downloads/viewers) 

54 people 

Language of the event English 

Language of the 
materials 

English 

Table 7: RightsApp Online infoday details 

Table 7 briefs the details of the RightsApp online infoday and the link to the information published on the 
RightsApp Home Page. These materials are available online. The number of attendants count as the 
downloads and/or viewers of these materials. 
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Figure 9: Infoday materials on the RightsApp Home Page 

Figure 9 depicts the RightsApp Home Page information available to the general public. It shows that the 
online Infoday presentations are available in English and Spanish and, in addition, the Spanish version also 
contains a document with an audio explanation by the project coordinator. Figure 10 shows the English 
version of the presentation. 
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Figure 10: Infoday main presentation in English 
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Figure 11: RightsApp training videos in the RightsApp Home Page 

Figure 11 depicts the RightsApp training videos that are available on the RightsApp project home page.  
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2 FUTURE EVENTS 
The Institute of Law and Technology (IDT) as coordinating institution of the project has the commitment 
to continue developing and promoting the RightsApp project and its main outcomes even after the funded 
period. Therefore, the two scheduled next steps regarding public events are: 

• UAB Alumni network. The RightsApp research team is working on a face-to-face public 
presentation with the UAB Alumni Network in order to disseminate the main outcomes of the 
RightsApp project. The presentation is scheduled for September 2020, however, if COVID-19 
prevents the celebration of this presentation it will be moved to an online activity. 

• Public event for stakeholders and academia. As soon as the COVID19 situation remits a face-to-
face public event will be held to report and show the project developments and main 
achievements to stakeholders and academia. We are preparing this event jointly with Institut 
d’Estudis Catalans (IEC)7. The IEC is a centre for Catalan studies and, with its sections and subsidiary 
companies, promotes and develops research in the different fields of science and technology. It 
works as a centre for disseminating research and also hosts, at its headquarters, research 
initiatives from other institutions that are closely related. 

From a general perspective, the next step scheduled by the RightsApp research team is to introduce the 
mobile applications to the tourism sector in Barcelona, Catalonia and Spain. The main objective is to locate 
QR codes with the mobile applications and its corresponding explanation in the major hotels and touristic 
centres. However, the COVID-19 situation has delayed this plan since the tourism industry is now on 
standby. 

 
7 Institut d’Estudis Catalans (IEC). Home page available at: http://iec.cat  


